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Is your
NJCL+
subscription
coming to an
end?
Don't worry!
Now's your
chance to
upgrade to
NSCLmax.
Start your
free trial
today with
promo code:
"SLASHER."

In Meme-orium

Not San Diego, CA Either

Introducing SCoinL
In order to fundraise during a difficult year,
the NSCL has decided to enter the crypto
currency market launching the subcommittee
on NFTs Stored by Crypto Ledgers. You can
purchase the new SCoinL by sending any
amount of money to NSCL treasurer, Natasha
Panduwawala. SCoinL doesn’t cause massive
damage to the environment and can be
redeemed for personals in the Convention
Ear, an emphatic “Good job!” from an SCLer,
the ability to use the comment section during
GAs, and so much more. Whatever you do,
please don’t just screenshot and crop the
SCoinL from below. We would never
financially recover from that.

BUY MORE SCL MERCH!
2021 - 2021
In February of 2021, one plucky lawyer-turned-cat
came onto the scene and tried to convince us all that
they were in fact not a cat. Though nobody was
convinced that this was not a cat, it did bring us joy
in a hard time. I Am Not a Cat is gone, but also not
forgotten.
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Have you gotten yourself a snazzy
NSCL Festival T-Shirt yet?

Get yours here NOW!!
Looking for more?
Check out the NSCL Redbubble!

https://www.nscl.org

An Impromptu Art Tail
Deep in the bowels of suburbia sat a quiet house
with a quiet lawn. The requiem of song birds and
rustling leaves outside belied the intense and
focused concentration sweltering within. A lone
contestant on their bedroom floor carefully,
meticulously wadded up tissue and pasted it to a
firm piece of cardstock backing. Their laptop sat
haphazardly on the chair beside them, the camera
accidentally left on. The sound of adults droning
through the rules for impromptu art was largely
inaudible through the discarded headphones
dangling off the edge of a chair like delicate ivy
from a plastic colonnade. This artisan knew all
they needed to know: a theme for inspiration
and a deadline to limit perfection. From eggs to
apples, construction paper to markers, they worked in a near-silent solitude... or so they thought!
Unbeknownst to anyone else, classical and artistic inspiration had struck not once, but twice
within the idyllic homestead. Down the hall from the open beige door, another creator with
sharper ears consumed the mumbled instructions ignored within. Tobias "Who's-A-Good-Boy"
Ruffius was very eager to put his best paw forward for this fascinating competition. Seeking
creative materials and found items, Tobias made his way to the kitchen to collect supplies. Eggs,
gently speckled and light brown, were in the fridge. Apples were in the wicker basket atop the
formica countertop. Tobias knew three things:
1. Squirrels are the enemy.
2. Art needs a medium.
3. Art needs a canvas.
The latter two truths occupied his mind at the moment, and the pearl tile of the kitchen floor made
an excellent canvas. Tobias went about his work mixing materials and covering his canvas. So
intent was he on his creation that he failed to notice that past the television, beyond the gray
carpet of the hallway, from a tilted screen haphazardly placed on a plastic chair, a hundred wideeyed classicists watched and wept in admiration of this most impromptu of impromptu arts.

PERSONALS
title: Chloe's Lost Sock
Hello, if you find Chloe's Lost Sock, please bring it
to Chloe Cult Leader, from Virginia. The sock will
not go back to Chloe, but to the Chloe Cult Leader
Shrine Foundation. Thank you.
..................

hi idk if you'll take this lol but here!
..................
Ok BerBer, the bet is on once again. What does
sesquipedalis mean? NO CHEATING, we’ll know…
Your friends, E & L
..................

I’m so proud of you all, Greenhill Middle School
JCLers! Magistra Romanosky

caaan a n y b o d y y y y find meeEEeEe
somebody toOOOo looOoovEe
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(Even More) ULTIMATE Ultimate Frisbee

Ultimate frisbee fans in NJCL have had a rough few years, as the
absence of the sport has proven to be the ultimate
disappointment. Not since the pre-apocalyptic year of 2018 in
the distant past have NJCLovers of the sport ultimately gotten
to participate in the action or catch a live game.
In what many refs are calling an illegal move, the ultimate
frisbee sub-group of the SCL Olympika and Ludi Committee
have thrown down the ultimate ultimatum: Ultimate frisbee
shall be replaced with EVEN MORE ULTIMATE Ultimate
Frisbee. Along with this announcement, the new, and
ultimately improved, rules for Even More Ultimate Ultimate
Frisbee was released. They are as follows:
1. Each disc shall be 3 times regulation size, and 3 discs must
be on the field at any time.
2. Players get to take exactly 3.33333333 steps before they
have to throw the frisbee.
3. (This rule shall be left blank in honor of the players who
ultimately did not get to participate in 3 years of ultimate
frisbee.)
4. There will be 3 teams playing per field.
5. Each game will be 3 hours long and consist of 3 quarters.
6. Each player will be required to wear 3 shin guards.
7. Jet packs will be encouraged, but not required.
Ultimately, if the ultimate subgroup can pull this off in 2022,
Even More Ultimate Ultimate Frisbee may just be the most
ultimate ultimate frisbee version ever attempted, and
ultimately, that would be pretty ultimate.

"sheesh" in Latin:

"sheesh" in Greek*:

SHEESH SH
vs
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*according to Nike
https://www.nscl.org

Candidate Questionnaire
Candidates were given limited time to respond to the questionnaire, and some were unable to submit their answers in time.
Luckily, you'll get the chance to see them all at Meet the Candidates TODAY at 5:30 PM EDT!
You can also find more information on each candidate at https://www.njcl.org/NJCL-Convention/officerelections.

PRESIDENT
Number of Conventions: 3
Best Snack Food: Cheezits Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: The people oh my gosh the people!!!!! JCL has so many
incredible individuals you never know what new great memories you'll make
when you find and meet someone new and we're all so different in our
personalities, interests, and backgrounds but we come together to form this
really crazy, unique, and beautiful family that you just can't find or experience
anywhere else
Best Quality: Determination
Quirkiest Talent: Playing bassoon

Savannah Thompson (VA)

Marwan Mikdadi (LA)

[Information Not Provided In Time]

1st VICE PRESIDENT

Alex Chou (MA)
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Number of Conventions: 4
Best Snack Food: Mango sorbet Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: My favorite part of JCL is the sense of opportunity it
provides to all of its delegates. Not only have I been honored to serve as an officer
on my local and state boards, but I have also been able to compete in national
convention competitive certamen tournaments as a novice and intermediate
player. Being a part of JCL has also allowed me to make connections with other
students across the country, to share my passion of music in That's
Entertainment!, and to grow as a student, leader, and person!
Best Quality: Strong Communication Skills
Quirkiest Talent: For the past four years, I have sent random fun facts to my
friends for my Snapchat streaks. It was fun for the first week, but since then it has
become a Herculean task.

https://www.nscl.org

1st VICE PRESIDENT (cont.)
Rupert Chen (CA)
Number of Conventions: 5
Best Snack Food: Muesli! It works well dry so is very versatile and can
either be eaten a little at a time or, if you're not careful, as a (fairly)
nutritious meal ;).
Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: As I note in my speech, this is pretty much the
default answer--but the community. You're all so amazingly supportive
and interesting, and it's great to meet and talk to you all!
Best Quality: Tenacity
Quirkiest Talent: Tie between playing bagpipes and studying Esperanto!

2nd VICE PRESIDENT
Nolan Heinrich (NC)
Number of Conventions: 3
Best Snack Food: Mike and Ikes Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: My favorite part of the JCL is the community. I
always feel included and accepted for who I am everywhere I go in the JCL.
Best Quality: Leadership Abilities
Quirkiest Talent: I taught myself how to do the splits.

Shawn Jimenez (ME)
[Information Not Provided]

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
Number of Conventions: 4
Best Snack Food: Hot Cheetos Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: Definitely That’s Entertainment. More specifically, my
favorite part is in between acts, when we’re all chanting for stage crew, and the
crowd will go absolutely feral if one of them steps out on the stage, even if it's
only for about a second. It’s like that Spongebob episode where the Krusty Krab
hosts a talent show and the crowd goes wild every single time Spongebob comes
to clean up the stage.
Best Quality: My Passion
Quirkiest Talent: I can pretty much quote the script of Back to the Future
from memory, Marty McFly voice cracks and all.

Shruti Siva (TX)
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COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR (cont.

[Information Not Provided In Time]

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Dakota Marosi (FL)

Joe Giambrone (IL)
Number of Conventions: 4
Best Snack Food: Nuts, especially cashews Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: All of you, the JCLers! I love interacting with all of you
from so many different states. I also always look forward to competitive events
like certamen and academic tests. And of course, this election is very cool too.
Best Quality: Dedication & Passion for Parliament.
Quirkiest Talent: Ability to challenge profusely on behalf of other certamen
teams.

Talha Ali (GA)
Number of Conventions: 3
Best Snack Food: CARAMEL POPCORRNNNNN Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: To put it quite simply the JCL is my happy place: the place
where I can go and forget about my worries for a week and immerse myself in the
JCLove. My favorite part has got to be the people, here you meet the kind of
people that will help you look for a lost nametag in the dark without even asking
questions or having met you before. The kind of people you stay up till 3am just
talking after a long day of convention. The kind of people who are so passionate
about the classics that they are willing to lose their voice over it and just make a
fool of themselves during. And that is the true beauty of the JCL.
Best Quality: My Smile
Quirkiest Talent: Hmmmmm let me think, probably being a professional at not
being able to tie my shoes and a enthusiast on falling through attics
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HISTORIAN
Number of Conventions: 3
Best Snack Food: Honey mustard pretzels. You know the ones.
Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: The opportunity it gives teenagers to have a meaningful
impact on their communities and on each other while simultaneously working on
something we're all passionate about. JCL has an amazing effect on regular
people. It gives everyone the opportunity to be a part of something purposeful
whether that's service, community, or competition. I love when it brings out the
best elements in everyone.
Best Quality: Overcoming Differences to Build Relationships with People
Quirkiest Talent: Ok so I am not sure how common this is BUT I'd say I am able
to move my eyebrows pretty well. Like do a little wave y'know?

Joly Lo (KY)

Irene Calderon (OH)
[Information Not Provided]

EDITOR
Ann Wilson (TN)
Number of Conventions: 3
Best Snack Food: Goldfish Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: The community and friendships
Best Quality: How much I care
Quirkiest Talent: I can get a cat to appear in any zoom I attend

Emma Canga (WI)
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Number of Conventions: 4
Best Snack Food: Stacy's Cinnamon Sugar Pita Chips Coke or Pepsi? Coke
Favorite Part of JCL: Definitely the people. In 2018, I attended my first NJCL Convention
at Miami University and was blown away by how welcoming people were. I joined a Wild
Card certamen team for fun that year and have kept those friends to this day! Every
convention I meet more and more amazing people that show me how truly unique this
organization is. We all share a common love for the classics, but that is only the beginning.
Over the past year, although we were all virtual, I have found that JCLers form true bonds,
true friendships that transcend merely discussing latin translations and practicing for the
AP exam!
Best Quality: Hardworkng.
Quirkiest Talent: Many people are surprised to hear that I do possess rapping skills (more
commonly spelled "skillz"). I will not say too much, but I will say that I have written a new,
clean version of "Rap God" entitled "Wrap God."
https://www.nscl.org

Crossword Challenge
Each year, the SCL has put much blood (goat), sweat (ours), and tears (yours) into
the creation of a carefully crafted convention themed crossword puzzle to
entertain and frustrate you on the long bus ride home. Honestly, we think
we’ve gotten pretty good at it, but we don’t want to underestimate the
copious creative energies of the larger JCL community. If you think you
have what it takes to make a great crossword, now’s the chance to
prove it! Use this form and this pattern to build your very own brain buster
that might even get published in a future Ear .
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